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IIMT/NT-Rectt./2024        July 02, 2024 

List of Screened-In Applicants  
 (Advt. Ref. No. EST-I/A-02/2024/001 dated 13.03.2024) 

 

The below applicants have been screened-in for the further process with reference to Advt. no. 
cited above. The applicants are requested to produce all original documents/certificates as per the 
recruitment notification at the time of Certificate Verification when they are called for further 
processes. Failure to produce the required original documents/certificates at the time of 
certificate verification as per the recruitment notification will automatically lead to ‘Screened 
Out’ status in further processes.  
 

Position: Junior Library & Information Assistant  
 

Sl. 
No. 

Application 
Number 

Date of Birth Category Status Remarks 

1.  JLIA6 23-Mar-95 General Screened-In --- 
2.  JLIA14 29-Apr-94 SC Screened-In --- 
3.  JLIA16 25-Oct-93 SC Screened-In --- 
4.  JLIA17 8-Jun-97 NC-OBC Screened-In --- 
5.  JLIA25 10-May-94 NC-OBC Screened-In --- 
6.  JLIA32 9-May-96 SC Screened-In --- 
7.  JLIA53 17-Nov-92 General Screened-In --- 
8.  JLIA54 27-Jul-95 General Screened-In --- 
9.  JLIA55 24-May-97 SC Screened-In --- 
10.  JLIA59 15-Dec-93 NC-OBC Screened-In --- 
11.  JLIA62 19-Dec-97 EWS Screened-In --- 
12.  JLIA64 20-May-94 NC-OBC Screened-In --- 
13.  JLIA65 11-Jun-94 NC-OBC Screened-In --- 
14.  JLIA68 20-Nov-94 NC-OBC Screened-In --- 
15.  JLIA74 29-Sep-93 NC-OBC Screened-In --- 

 
Documentary proof 
for work experience 
(at the time of 
certificate 
verification) 

1. For current experience - Latest payslip / Latest certificate from the 
employer in the letter head with the Date of Joining, Designation 
and Pay details. 
2. For previous experiences -  Experience and Relieving Certificates 
from the employer in the letter head with the Date of Joining, Date 
of relieving, Designation and Pay details.

 

Note:  
1. The above list is not on the order of merit and is listed in the order of the application 

number. 
2. The above applicants are screened-in subject to the verification of genuineness of all the 

documents/certificates. 
3. The Institute shall verify the genuineness of all the documents/certificates, character and 

antecedents of the applicants who are considered for final offer. 
4. The details of further processes shall be published on the Institute website. The applicants 

are advised to see the Institute website regularly for further updates. 
5. All other points mentioned in the recruitment notification are final and binding. 

         
Sd/- 

Chief Administrative Officer i/c 


